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Game Pitch Explaining

“The Three Door” is The first adventure funny text casual game independently developed

by IDEA Studio. IDEA Studio was founded and created by Michelle Wu Feng & Yinghe Zhao.

The game was inspired by the modern climate and environmental pollution and the Chinese

variety show “Who is the Murder.” That is a text game that focuses on climate changes and

excessive energy consumption. The player takes on the role of a player who has stumbled into

the game, with three characters to choose from: “Detective, Doctor, and Financial tycoon,” and a

hidden character to discover. To players can use a relaxed state of mind to finish this game, the

creator added a lot of interesting secret language and questions. These are all things the player

needs to discover.

The background of the game is the relationship between Blue and Yellow. The player’s

planet is Blue. As a cold wave sweeps across Blue, the planet faces a double crisis of energy and

oxygen shortages, leaving many places too hard to support human life. The cold wave is that

people overexploit Blue’s natural resources and destroy the environment. Blue Planet has a

channel to exchange information with Yellow. The channel provides Blue planets with a constant

“zero-cost, zero-pollution energy and oxygen” stream. The material from Yellow was toxic,

making Blue’s environment worse than before and mutating most of Blue’s creatures exposed to

radioactive contamination. Therefore, people need to buy oxygen tanks to keep breathing and

protect themselves from contamination and mutation. Their goal is to capture Blue’s territory and

save Blue. Players need to be brave enough to make a choice. Depending on the player’s will, the



game offers multiple endings -- “Die” or “Complete the mission.” The game is not very perfect.

That is only an internal test version of the game. The developer needs players’ feedback. We

welcome players to give us comments to make this game more perfect. Play it now if you want

to find something interesting in your game.

P.S: Readers who can read this will be given a cheating word throughout the game

---------

We hope players can like this game. With your support, IDEA Studio will work harder to

study more games.


